
Alexander Weis STEP-Jihlava Report 

This is my report about the first short term exchange program in Jihlava. First I 

will report about the pension and the restaurant.  In general the pension was 

fine. Each day the employees were cleaning our room.  We got new towels, 

glasses,…if we had problem, e.g. with the refrigerator or the key, they helped 

us/fixed it immediately.  Except the breakfast, which was very limited in the 

variety and quality, everything was great.  Next the restaurant. From my side 

the restaurant was great. Of course it is another country with a different food 

culture, so maybe for some students, who don’t eat that much meat or don’t 

like it, should choose the mixed or vegetarian option. For me the food was 

excellent and waiters were nice and very polite.  

The Czech course was prepared very well. The division of the students into 

smaller groups improved the efficiency of this language course. Of course the 

division helped to make an enjoyable and more active class. The games, 

excursion during the language course especially the “Schnitzeljagd” and the trip 

to the zoo were very funny and auxiliary to learn Czech. I know that it is not 

possible to cover everything within 2 weeks, but it would be very helpful to get 

an overview about the grammar, rules, if it is possible, to get a concept/a 

picture of this language. Generally the topics and the course were very great 

and helpful but in my opinion the other courses are quite useless, because it is 

very difficult to create a lesson for 17 people, who have a different level of 

know-how. Some of us, not all were bored, on one side because they have 

already learned it and on the other hand, because they were not interested in 

this topic. So my suggestion would be to cancel these lessons and give more 

Czech lessons or deter more group-based lessons (games,…).  

The trips to the cities, tours, and excursion were fine and very interesting, 

except some excursion to the companies. The trips to the companies were very 

different regarding to the quality, so Bosh trip was rather boring and not very 

interesting. The presentation of the Bosh was really great and informative, but 

the visit of the factory was rather boring and too short. The other companies 

were very informative and should be visited again, of course if the program will 

continue.  

The representatives were very nice and dedicated.  Because of these two nice 

girls each trip, night was a really funny and special one. Especially our free-time 

Next year I just can recommend them as representatives again.    

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/auxiliary.html

